
have been caused, compensafion  should ke paid by the

person causing such ham has been applied.

Is such a system feasible i/t Ilzdia?

The answer depends on the extent to which society and the

medical profession are willing to bear the financial burden.

The medical and legal professions, social service agencies

and the population at large would do well to ponder this

alternative to the present system that sows the seeds of

distrust and antagonism between patient and doctor.
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MOTHER vs FETUS

The front page of the Indian. Express on Sunday, 20 June 1993  featured  a sklry al a prcgnmt worna~~,  seriously  ill

with tetanus, admitted to the Sir J. J. Group  of I-Iospitals in Bombay_ The patient and ktus wcrc king mmitorcd in

the medical intensive care unit and appropriate care was being administcrcd.  Despite  this, on the. day bc1-arc  the

mother died, she had cardiac and respiratory (arrests. She was revived briclly. Attempts  at resuscitation  continued

but to no avail. Once death was confirmed, an emcrgencv  Caesarian section was carried out and the fc’tus delis-d
ered .

The news report states that the fetus is in a precarious condition and may kavc suffcrctl  brain damage:  ~11~1 the

mother had cardiac and respiratory arrest. The doctors in charge of the patient wcrc asked why the Ca~sarian

section was not done earlier. They replied that they w&cd on the principle that the lift of the mother gins

precedence over that of the fetus. Since the mother’s  life was in grave danqcr  and a CaesLarian  section might have.
resulted in her death, they felt it wiser to do all they could for her.

It has been asked why the Caesarian section was not clone  once it was apparent that tile mother  was ulliikcly (~1

survive. The obstetrician has a valid <argument  in favour  of his stand: if he had operated  whilst (hc patic~lt  haif an)

chance of survival whatsoever, the trauma of surgery in her critical state would certainly have tipped tl~ b;k~ce

against her survival. IIe could, then, have been accused of having causcc~ her death.

The reporter points to the added tragedy of this infant surviving with severe brain rlamag~.

Here is a real life dilemma for the practicing doctor. Was it possible to dctcrmine with precision tl~ point  01’ no

return as far as the mother was concerned? Should the criteria for the diagnosis of brain death h;rvc bccrl  NxI’!

What would you have done under the circumstances?

We welcome your responses and will analyse  them in a forthcoming issue of’ this lxwskttcr.
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